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A B S T R A C T

Recent research has shown that the complexation of metals-organics plays an important role in atmospheric
particulate matter, whose health effects should be taken into account. This work investigates the interactions
between catechols (CAs), i.e., 4-nitrocatechol (4NC) and 4-methylcatechol (4MC), and transition metals (i.e., Fe)
in the aqueous phase dark reaction. The formation of Fe/CAs complexes and secondary organics products are
analyzed by UV–Vis spectroscopy, stopped-flow spectroscopy, high-resolution mass spectrometry and Raman
spectroscopy, while the insoluble particulate matter formed from the CAs/Fe mixtures are characterized by the
FTIR, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and thermogravimetric-quadrupole-mass spectrometry (TG-Q-
MS). On the basis of the density functional theory (DFT) calculation and experimental results, the possible
formation pathways for the complexes of Fe(III) with 4NC (a proxy for organics) are proposed. The Fe/CAs
complexes and organics products perhaps have significant sources of light absorption which play an important
role in influencing the intensity of atmospheric radiation and particulate phase photochemistry. Besides, the
cytotoxicity is tested as a function of concentrations for CAs/Fe mixtures in BEAS-2B cells. Our results show that
CAs/Fe mixtures have strong association with cytotoxicity, indicating the mixtures have potential influence to
human health.

1. Introduction

Biomass burning (BB) has long been regarded as an important
source of air pollution, which has significant impacts on global and
regional air quality, public health and climate (Chen et al., 2017). The
inorganic and organic compounds emitted from BB that are important
component of atmospheric particulate matter (Li et al., 2017), while BB

emitted directly or formed indirectly significant amounts of organic
compounds which are important precursors of secondary organic
aerosol (SOA) (e.g., phenols, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon) (Yu
et al., 2014). Phenolic compounds have high concentrations are ob-
tained in the plumes of BB (Guieu et al., 2005; Ito, 2015; Wang et al.,
2017), and amounts of previous studies have indicated that phenols and
nitrophenols play an important role in the chemistry process of
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atmosphere (Finewax et al., 2018; Kroflic et al., 2015; Laskin et al.,
2015; Lin et al., 2017; Vidovic et al., 2018).

In addition, the transition metals (e.g., Fe, Cu, Mn) are the im-
portant component of particulate matter in atmosphere, which can take
part in the chemical process of inorganic and organics, affecting the
formation of SOA (Al-Abadleh, 2015; Deguillaume et al., 2005;
Herrmann et al., 2015). Iron is the most abundant transition metal in
the atmospheric aqueous phase, and iron mainly exists in the form of
reduced ferrous iron (Fe(II)) or oxidized ferric iron (Fe(III)) in atmo-
spheric aqueous phase (Deguillaume et al., 2005; Herrmann et al.,
2015; Ito, 2015). Recent work has pointed out that the interactions
between metals and organics are important and complicated, which can
form the metals-organics complexation in the atmospheric particulate
matter (Lin et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2019). However, a handful of work
has reported the interactions of phenols-metals in the atmospheric
aqueous phase (Lavi et al., 2017; Slikboer et al., 2015).
Slikboer (Slikboer et al., 2015) demonstrated that dark redox reactions
involving iron and phenolic compounds lead to the formation of com-
plex polymeric products, that strongly absorb visible light. So far, the
effects of secondary products formed from the interactions between
metals-organics on the biosphere are unknow, and the toxicity toward
living organisms (including humans) has not been assessed. Recent
reports indicate that a synergistic effect between metals and organic
compounds in atmospheric particulate matter, which can generate re-
active oxygen species (ROS) and cause inflammation (Lin et al., 2020;
Lyu et al., 2018; Ovrevik et al., 2015), further leading to the cardio-
pulmonary illnesses (Cao et al., 2012).

In this work, we investigate the interactions of Fe(III) with CAs (i.e.,
4NC, 4MC) in dark. 4NC and 4MC are proxies for phenolic compounds
which were emitted from BB, and the precursor of SOA (Desyaterik
et al., 2013), while that are also the products from the phenols in the
atmospheric photochemical reaction (Finewax et al., 2018; Pillar and
Guzman, 2017). With a series of analytical instruments, we conducted
the comprehensive of tests to evaluate how the interaction between CAs
and Fe(III) affects the chemical and toxicological properties of aerosol.
Besides, we proposed the possible reaction mechdnanism for the pro-
ducts (i.e., the complexes, quinones and oligomers) in the CAs/Fe
mixtures.

2. Materials and method

2.1. Chemicals

All chemicals were used as received. More details (e.g., sources,
purity) are presented in the Supplementary Materials (SM).

2.2. Mixtures experiment

All dark reaction experiments were carried out in beakers, wrapped
in aluminum foil to avoid the light. The dark reaction of CAs
(0.02 mmol) with ferric chloride (0.04 mmol) were in 100 mL of aqu-
eous solution for 120 min at room temperature (25 ± 2 °C), which
named as CAs/Fe mixtures (i.e., 4NC/Fe mixture, 4MC/Fe mixture). We
note that reagents concentration (0.2 mmol/L) may be higher than
expected on a dust particle surface, and they imitate the interfacial
regions on the surface enriched in aromatic compounds on the interface
and the aqueous-phase reaction of heavy atmospheric pollution and
foggy haze weather (Lavi et al., 2017; Slikboer et al., 2015). The in-
soluble particles formed from the mixtures were collected on hydro-
philic PTFE filters (0.22 μm pore size, 25 mm diameter), which were
named as CAs/Fe particles (i.e., 4NC/Fe particles, 4MC/Fe particles).

2.3. Cytotoxicity assessment experiment

The cell line of a human bronchial epithelial cell (BEAS-2B) was
employed to measure the cytotoxicity of CAs/Fe mixtures. Cells were

cultured in a Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium at 37 °C in an in-
cubator supplied with CO2 (5%), as described previously (Jin et al.,
2019). Briefly, around 105 cell/mL were seed in to 96-well plates and
grown to confluence for 24 h. Then, the cells were exposed to CAs/Fe
mixtures at a function of concentrations, i.e., 0.32, 1.6, 8, 40, 200 and
1000 μg/mL. After 24 h of incubation, 200 μL of 3-(4,5-dimethyl-
thiazol-2-yl)-2,5-dipheny-ltetrazolium bromide (MTT) was added to
each well and incubated at 37 °C for 4 h. After removed the culture
medium, cell viability was assayed by MTT with a Synergy H1 micro-
plate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA) at a 570 nm wavelength (Wu
et al., 2017).

2.4. Chromatography experiments

Q-TOF-MS (quadrupole/time-off-flight mass spectrometry) was
performed to analyze the products formed in CAs/Fe mixtures. Besides,
IC (Ion chromatograph, 940 Professional IC, Metrohm) was used to
identify the organic anions. More details are presented in the SM.

2.5. Mixtures analysis

The optical characterization of CAs/Fe mixtures was using UV–Vis
spectroscopy, Stopped-flow spectroscopy. CAs/Fe mixtures were char-
acterized for binding structure using Raman spectra. More details are
presented in the SM.

2.6. Particles analysis

Particles were characterized for binding structure, surface electronic
states and thermal properties using Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FTIR, Nicolet 360 FTIR spectrometer, the blank is KBr pel-
lets), X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS, ULVAC-PHI PHI5000
VersaProbe using Al Kα radiation) and thermogravimetric-quadrupole-
mass spectrometry (TG-Q-MS), respectively. More details are presented
in the SM.

2.7. Method analysis

The method of density functional theory (DFT) calculation, de-
termination of stability constants and cell viability are presented in SM.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optical characterization of CAs/Fe mixtures

3.1.1. UV–vis spectra
In Fig. 1a and b, UV–Vis spectra are plotted as a function of pH for

1:2 CAs/Fe mixtures after 2 h in dark reaction. CAs/Fe mixtures show
the obvious absorption in the visible light region at pH of 2.0 or 3.0,
however, the CAs/Fe mixtures present no absorption in this region at
pH of 4.0 or 5.0. This result shows that the absorption in the visible
region is strongly dependent on pH value. Besides, the absorption
spectra at a function of pH for the CAs or Fe solution are shown in Figs.
S1a, b, c. The result shows no significant changes, indicating that the
mixtures cause the spectra changes. Consider a pH of 3.0 as an example,
Fe(III) in aqueous solution gives an absorption peak at 299 nm, and
4NC exhibits a broad band absorption with two main components at
240 nm and 350 nm (Cornard et al., 2005; Feng and Nansheng, 2000;
Tran et al., 2017), thus, the absorption spectra of 4NC/Fe mixture that
in the region of 550–800 nm (λmax = 650 nm) can be assigned to Fe/
4NC complexes produced from 4NC/Fe mixture (Mentasti and
Pelizzetti, 1973), as neither 4NC nor Fe(III) absorb at these wave-
lengths. In the case of 4MC/Fe mixture, around 280 nm is the absorp-
tion spectrum of 4MC, the absorbance peak approximately 400 nm can
be attributed to the n→ π* transitions of products formed from 4MC/Fe
mixture (Albarran et al., 2010). Besides, in Fig. S1d, UV–Vis spectra are
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plotted as a function of molar ratios for 4NC/Fe mixture at pH of 3.0.
The absorption in the region of 550–800 nm initially increases with
increasing molar ratio (4NC: Fe), and a relatively high absorption is
obtained when the molar ratio is 1: 2. This molar ratio is used to in-
vestigate the evolution of phenolic compounds in the atmospheric
aqueous phase to form SOA in the presence of excess iron.

Furthermore, as shown in Figs. S2 and S3, the absorbance spectra of
the mixtures that consist of FeCl3 (1 mmol/L) and a function of con-
centration for CAs (CCAs = 0.0–0.6 mmol/L), which are used to de-
termine the stability constants Kb of complexes formed from the mix-
tures (Savic et al., 2014). For instance, when pH = 3.0, the Kb of the
Fe/4NC complexes is 220 M−1, while pH = 2.0 is 1370 M-1, the results

show the stability of the Fe/4NC complexes under acidic conditions
increases with increasing acidity. However, in the case of 4MC/Fe
mixture, since no linear data is obtained, we fail to get the Kb. This
result implies that no stable Fe/4MC complexes are formed in 4MC/Fe
mixture.

3.1.2. Stopped-flow spectra
As shown in Fig. 1c and d, the absorption spectra are plotted as a

function of time (0.02–60 s) for CAs/Fe mixtures at pH of 3.0 by means
of stopped-flow spectroscopy. In the case of 4NC/Fe mixture, the ab-
sorption spectra of 4NC and Fe(III) are in the region of 200–400 nm,
within a few seconds, a significant absorption peak of 4NC/Fe mixture
is obtained at around 650 nm. According to previous studies (Hider
et al., 1981; Mentasti and Pelizzetti, 1973) 4NC forms a complex with
Fe3+, with two adjacent hydroxyl groups of 4NC coordinating to Fe(III)
(Hynes and O'Coinceanainn, 2004), explaining the observed red shifted
absorbance. Thus, this absorb wavelengths can be assigned to form the
Fe/4NC complexes (Hynes and O'Coinceanainn, 2004). Besides, the
absorption spectra of 4MC/Fe mixture in the visible region are also at
approximately 650 nm, implying that the formation of Fe/4MC com-
plexes. However, the stability of the Fe/4MC complexes is too weak to
decompose in 15 s, and a new absorbance peak is observed at around
350 nm, which can be assigned to the products formed from the de-
composition of Fe/4MC complexes (Albarran et al., 2010). These results
are consistent with the UV–Vis results.

3.2. Functional groups changes

3.2.1. Identification of functional groups changes using Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra of CAs/Fe mixtures are observed at the initial pH of

3.0 after 120 min for dark reaction. On the basis of the previous reports
(Savic et al., 2014; Tofan-Lazar et al., 2013) the identification of
functional groups changes by Raman analysis is shown in Fig. 2 and
Table S1.

Fig. 2a and b shows Raman spectra of 4NC and 4NC/Fe mixture. For
comparison with the 4NC, the fingerprint region in the Raman spectrum
of 4NC/Fe mixture is characterized by the bending phenolic δ(OH)
vibrations at 1163 cm−1 and 1180 cm−1 are lose, giving a new peak at
1228 cm−1, while the phenolic C–O stretching vibration, ν(C–O) cou-
pled with the C–H in-plane bends, δ(CH) at 1276 cm−1 shifts to
1271 cm−1 and produce a new peak at 1252 cm−1 that can be assigned
to the aryl–oxygen–Fe stretching vibrations, ν(C–O–Fe). These spectra
changes in 4NC/Fe mixture most likely indicate the Fe/4NC complexes
are formed. 4NC/Fe mixture shows the aromatic C–C stretching, ν(C–C)
+δ(CH) or δ(OH) (1420–1600 cm−1) shift to the lower wavenumbers,
and that could be caused by Fe(III) via two adjacent phenolic groups,
while ν(C–C) + ν(C–O) in the region of 1570–1600 cm−1 shift to the
lower wavenumbers due to form the weaker C–C/C–O bonds, sug-
gesting new compounds form in 4NC/Fe mixture (Savic et al., 2014;
Tofan-Lazar et al., 2013).

In Fig. 2c and d, Raman spectra show that significant differences
between 4MC and 4MC/Fe mixture. The 4MC/Fe mixture shows the
changes of δ(OH) or ν(C–O) that shift to 1148, 1187 and 1223 cm−1,
while ν(C–O) + δ(CH) form the new peak at 1265 cm−1 and shift to
higher wavenumbers at 1299 cm−1, then ν(C–C) + δ(OH) produce the
new peaks and red-shift at 1333 cm−1 and 1402 cm−1. These features
changes imply that the stronger bonds are formed, suggesting the for-
mation of new aromatic compounds. The 4MC/Fe mixture also shows
that the peak of ν(C–C)/ν(C]C) are lost, indicating compositions of
4MC/Fe mixture have changed.

3.2.2. Identification of functional groups changes using FTIR spectroscopy
FTIR spectroscopy is used to investigate functional group changes of

CAs/Fe particles produced from the CAs/Fe mixtures. The FTIR spectra
of CAs/Fe particles and the assignment of these spectra are shown in
Fig. S4 and Table S2. In the terms of 4NC and 4NC/Fe particles, the

Fig. 1. UV–Vis spectra of different pH value for a) 4NC/Fe mixture; b) 4MC/Fe
mixture. Stopped-flow spectra of c) 4NC/Fe mixture; d) 4MC/Fe mixture at the
initial pH = 3.0.
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main differences between them are the following: (a) two peaks of
δ(OH) or ν(C–O) at 1159 cm−1, 1182 cm−1 are lost and produce a new
peak at 1222 cm−1; (b) the 4NC/Fe particles present the ν(C–C)/
ν(C]C), ν(C]O) and ν(NO2) shift to the lower wavenumbers, duo to
the binding of Fe(III) via two adjacent phenolic groups. However, the
differences that obtain in spectra between Raman and FTIR could be
artifacts caused by the differences in sample preparation. Hence, the
results of FTIR are consistent with Raman spectra.

In the case of 4MC/Fe particles, for comparison with 4MC, 4MC/Fe
particles present the results as below: (a) 23 cm−1 wavenumbers
changes for ν(C–C) + δ(CH), that is blue-shifted 1521 cm−1 to
1498 cm−1; (b) the features of ν(C–O) at 1253 cm−1, 1288 cm−1 shift
to the lower wavenumbers, and two peaks evolve into one band at
1272 cm−1; and (c) the peaks of the δ(CH) at 1039 cm−1 and
1112 cm−1 are lost. These shifts changes have similar results to that of
Raman spectra of 4MC/Fe mixture that the formation of new aromatic
compounds.

3.3. Identification of products using Q-TOF-MS

Q-TOF-MS is used to identify the products produced from CAs/Fe
mixtures for 2 h of dark reaction. The mass spectra of products are
presented in Fig. 3, while that of organic reactants (e.g., 4NC 4MC) are
shown in Fig. S5. Nineteen major molecules identified as the products
(e.g., complexes, oligomer, quinones) are listed in Table S3. In the case
of 4NC/Fe mixture. The mass spectra show that the ion peaks at m/
z = 123.0079 (C6H3O3

−), 124.0155 (C6H4O3
−) are assigned to the 2-

hydroxybenzoquinone, which are derived from the oxidized product of
nitro group cleavage (Zhao et al., 2008). The pronounced signal at m/
z = 278.8975 is assigned to the C6H3NO4FeCl2− ion, while that of
361.9481 is attributed to C12H6N2O8Fe− ion, indicating Fe/4NC com-
plexes formed in 4NC/Fe mixture. Besides, the mass spectra of the ion
signal at m/z = 307.0217 is attributed to C12H7N2O8

− ion, suggesting
4NC/Fe mixture produced a dimer product.

As for 4MC/Fe mixture, unlike the 4NC/Fe mixture that consist of
the complexes, only the quinones, dimers to tetramers and their deri-
vatives are detected. The mass spectrum of the peak at m/z = 137.0239

(C6H5O3
−) is assigned to 2-hydroxy-4-methylbenzoquinone due to the

oxidation of the hydroxylated product of 4MC. Then it reacts with 4MC
to form the new product (C14H13O5) that the ion peak at m/
z = 259.0605. Furthermore, the peak at m/z = 121.0293 (C7H5O2

−)
belongs to 2,6-dihydroxy-4-methylphenol, which is derived from the
decomposition of the Fe/4MC complexes (Albarran et al., 2010).
Moreover, mass spectrometry results suggest that products of 4MC/Fe
mixture contained oligomers (i.e., dimers, trimers, tetramers) with their
demethylated products (i.e., C13H8O4, C13H9O4, C13H10O4), more de-
tails of the assignments of the ion peaks are presented in Table S3.
These products are significant source of brown carbon (BrC), and have
the potential influence on atmospheric radiation intensity (Laskin et al.,
2015).

3.4. Characterization of the insoluble particulate matters

3.4.1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is used to further verify the sur-

face structure of the particles. Both Figs. S6 and S7 show the XPS
spectra of CAs/Fe particles. Table S4 gives the detailed binding energies
of the main functional groups based on the deconvoluted spectra. The
XPS spectrum of Fe 2p core-level for 4NC/Fe particles presents two
major peaks. On peak of Fe 2p 3/2 is at 711.2 eV, along with a satellite
peak at 717.6 eV, while that of Fe 2p 1/2 is at 724.9 eV, together with a
satellite at 733.5 eV (see Fig. S6b), which are slightly shifted relative to
the literature reports (Liu et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2017). Similarly, the
spectrum of Fe 2p core-level for 4MC/Fe particles shows slight differ-
ences compared to 4NC/Fe particles (see Fig. S7b).

Moreover, deconvolution of the spectral peaks of the O1s and the
C1s are used to determine the contribution of specific functional groups
to the composition of particle surface (Briggs and Beamson, 1993; Lavi
et al., 2017). In terms of 4NC/Fe particles, deconvolution of O 1s core-
level spectrum shows five different peaks, while that of C 1s peaks of
4NC/Fe particles obtains four different peaks. However, in the case of
4MC/Fe particles, deconvolution of O 1s core-level spectrum suggests
the presence of two chemically distinct species, and the deconvolution
of the C 1s peaks of 4MC/Fe particles contains three peaks. Apparently.

Fig. 2. Raman spectra of a) 4NC; b) 4NC/Fe mixture at the initial pH = 3.0; c) 4MC; d) 4MC/Fe mixture at the initial pH = 3.0.
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There are differences between 4NC/Fe particles and 4MC/Fe particles
(see Table S4). These changes reveal that there are clear differences in
the composition of the particulate surface, mainly due to the differences
in functional groups, suggesting the particles that contain the different
composition of organics. Therefore, the surface of the CAs/Fe particles
may contain organics and Fe-containing aerosols.

3.4.2. Thermogravimetric analysis using TG-Q-MS
Thermogravimetric analyses for both FeCl3 particles and CAs/Fe

particles under N2 flow at 10 °C/min are given in Fig. S8. TG curves
present that the mass loss of CAs/Fe particles are larger than that of
FeCl3 particles. As for the 4NC/Fe particles, the mass loss stage is ob-
tained within a temperature zone of 180–480 °C. DTG curves of 4NC/Fe
particles present two major peaks, one peak is obtained at ~257 °C that
is the first stage of mass loss (with 18% mass loss), while at the second
stage of mass loss, major peak appears at ~370 °C with 10% mass loss.
DSC curves of 4NC/Fe particles show two endothermic peaks at
~257 °C and ~370 °C, which are consistent well to the DTG curves,
suggesting 4NC/Fe particles with different compositions. Besides, the
mass profiles of CO2 (m/z = 44) follow with the DSC curves and DTG
curves. The two endothermic peaks at 257 °C and 370 °C are associated
with the decomposition of humic acids in the complexed minerals that
have two mass lost stages corresponding to the temperature range of
105–350 °C and 350–650 °C, the former is associated with decom-
position of kinds of functional groups (e.g., carbonyl, phenols), while
the latter is related to the decomposition of aromatics, pyrolysis of the
core structure lignin and the structure of metals-organics complexes on
minerals surface (de Melo Benites et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2012; Yang
et al., 2016). These features indicate that 4NC/Fe particles containing
organics or Fe-containing aerosol, and this result is supported by the
above results.

However, in the case of 4MC/Fe particles, TG curves show the mass
loss of 39% is higher than that of 28% of the 4NC/Fe particles. DSC
curves just have one endothermic peak at ~340 °C is higher than that at
~257 °C of 4NC/Fe particles. Similar results are also observed by the

DTG curves and the MS profiles of CO2. Obviously, these results suggest
that 4MC/Fe particles containing more organics than that of 4NC/Fe
particles. Besides, the temperature ranges (peak at ~340 °C) of the
4MC/Fe particles have been similar to the formation phenols that the
decomposition of lignin 200–400 °C (Huang et al., 2012). Therefore, it
is inferred that the endothermic peak at ~340 °C may be caused by the
decomposition of oligomers in the 4MC/Fe particles. In addition, both
them contain the aromatic compounds that are identified by the MS
signal at m/z = 55, 56, 69, 70 (see Fig. S9). It indicates that these
organics are deposited in the particles with the precipitation of iron
oxides in the mixtures, thereby forming metal-containing SOA.

3.5. Proposed reaction pathways

On the basis of the above results (i.e., UV–Vis spectra, stopped flow
spectra, Raman spectra, FTIR spectra, Q-TOF-MS analysis, XPS analysis,
thermal analysis), we reveal the possible pathway for dark reaction of
catechols (e.g., 4NC, 4MC) and Fe(III) in the aqueous phase at the initial
pH of 3.0. The specific mechanism process is described below.

3.5.1. Possible formation pathways for the complexes
As shown in Fig. 4, DFT calculations indicate that [Fe(III)(4NC2−)

(H2O)4]+ is easily formed by the complexation of 4NC2− and Fe3+ in
aqueous phase. This process is accompanied by a reduction in the free
energy of the system by ΔfG0 = −220.02 kcal/mol. Then, when Cl−

ions is in the solution, the [Fe(III)(4NC2−)(H2O)4]+ can convert to [Fe
(III)(4NC2−)(H2O)2Cl2]- that is related with the free energy by
ΔfG0 = −0.90 kcal/mol. Furthermore, [Fe(III)(4NC2−)2(H2O)2]- is
formed from the [Fe(III) (4NC2−)(H2O)4]+ complexing with another
4NC2− ion. This process decreases the free energy by
ΔfG0 = −41.70 kcal/mol. These results imply that the stability of Fe/
4NC complexes is much better in 4NC/Fe mixture. And more results of
calculation, (i.e., the energy value of each substance, the optimized
structural coordinates of each substance) are shown Tables S5 and S6.

The hard/soft acid-base theory points out the Fe(III) low-spin (t2g5)

Fig. 3. The Q-TOF-MS spectra of a) 4NC/Fe mixture; b) 4MC/Fe mixture after 120 min for dark reaction at the initial pH = 3.0.
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octahedral configuration is a hard cation occupying a single π-sym-
metric t2g5 orbit, while matching hard-hard interactions, and harder
donors sites (e.g., negatively charged oxygen) ligand can bind Fe(III)
more strongly (Rizvi et al., 2016). Therefore, Fe(III) can complex with
4NC that containing the structure of a catecholate [O−, O−] ligand that
is negatively charged oxygen (Hider et al., 1981; Mentasti and
Pelizzetti, 1973; Rizvi et al., 2016), while the NO2- group in the 4NC
enhances the stability of Fe/4NC complexes (Cornard et al., 2005). For
example, as shown in Scheme 1, the [C6H3NO4FeCl2]− ion produces by
ionization from the [Fe(III) (4NC2−)(H2O)2Cl2]-, suggesting that Fe(III)
not only chelates with the catecholate [O−, O−] ligand in 4NC and also
chelates with the Cl− ion that in solution, while the [C12H6N2O8Fe]−

ion that formed by ionization from the [Fe(III)(4NC2−)2(H2O)2]-, in-
dicating Fe(III) chelates the bidentate 4NC ligands. However, in the
terms of 4MC, similar structure of the catecholate [O−, O−] ligand, and
it chelates with Fe(III) to form the Fe/4MC complexes at the beginning
of the reaction, but as the reaction time, the complexes decompose (i.e.,
poor stability), and cause another reaction pathways that are discussed
in next.

3.5.2. Possible formation pathways for secondary organics products
Given the mixture solution is exposed to air, both 4NC and 4MC are

susceptible to be oxidized by the dissolved O2 (Lee-Ruff, 1977). Scheme
1 and Scheme S1 present a likely mechanism that explain the formation
of secondary organic products that formed in the CAs/Fe mixtures.
Overall, three main pathways are proposed to reveal the formation of
organics: I) oxidation products (e.g., quinones), II) polymerization
products (e.g., oligomer), and III) ring-opening products (e.g., small
organic acids). For example, in the case of 4NC, the observed species
with m/z 123.0079 (i.e., [M-H]-, C6H3O3

−) may be derived from the
oxidized product after denitrification of 4NC (Dieckmann and Gray,
1996), and that is classified as hydroxybenzoquinone. Besides, as far as
4MC is concerned, various oligomers are produced under the catalysis
of Fe(III). The presence of the –CH3 group in 4MC enhances the electro
cloud density of benzene ring, promoting the radical coupling reaction,
thereby inhibiting to form the Fe/4MC complexes. The similar reaction
mechanism of polymerization products is reported in previous studies
(Lavi et al., 2017; Slikboer et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2014). Furthermore, as
shown in Fig. S10, small organic acids, i.e., oxalic acid, formic acid, and
acetic acid, are detected by IC, and there are the ring-opening products

Fig. 4. The structure and free energy change of transformation; Free energy is calculated at 1atm and 298 K.

Scheme 1. Suggested proposed process of 4NC/Fe mixture at the initial pH = 3.0.
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for CAs/Fe mixtures.
Moreover, based on the above results, the possible roles of iron in

CAs/Fe mixtures are: a) taking part in reactions (as a catalyst); b) for-
mation of the iron/organics complexes; and c) for excess iron, the
formation of FeOOH from Fe (H2O)63+, which is supported by previous
studies (Hynes and O'Coinceanainn, 2004; Pegis et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2004). Overall, the CAs/Fe mixtures form metal-containing SOA.

3.6. Cytotoxicity assessment

In this work, cell viability assessments are used to assess the cyto-
toxicity of 4NC/Fe mixture and 4MC/Fe mixture. The cytotoxicity is
tested as a function of concentrations (up to 1000 μg/mL) in BEAS-2B
cells with an MTT assay. The cell viability is plotted as a function of
concentrations for both 4NC/Fe mixture and 4MC/Fe mixture in Fig. 5.
The results show similar patterns of cell viability (i.e. as the con-
centration increases, the cytotoxicity increases) in response to the cy-
totoxicity of 4NC/Fe mixture and 4MC/Fe mixture. At the highest
concentrations (1000 μg/mL), the results show that the value of cell
viability are ~0.25, ~0.39 after exposure for 24 h, corresponding to
4NC/Fe mixture and 4MC/Fe mixture, respectively. Overall, these re-
sults suggest that 4NC/Fe mixture and 4MC/Fe mixture have strong
association with the cytotoxicity, indicating the CAs/Fe mixtures per-
haps cause a potential hazard to human health. Besides, previous stu-
dies indicated that the complexation between organics and metals in
the atmosphere can lead to the oxidative stress and need to be con-
sidered for assessing the health effects (Lin et al., 2020; Wei et al.,
2019). Thus, in the case of the concentration at 1000 μg/m, it is ranked
that the value of cell viability: 4NC/Fe mixture> 4MC/Fe mixture, this
is perhaps due to the 4NC/Fe mixture containing metal-organic

complexes (i.e., Fe/4NC complexes) that enhanced its inhibitory effect
on cell activity.

Furthermore, previous studies have shown that organics and metals
of particulate matter in the atmosphere have strong oxidative stress
effects and cytotoxicity, as well as inflammation and a carcinogenic
tendency (Jin et al., 2019; Lyu et al., 2018). The high level of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) generation can lead to oxidative stress and more
likely to have genotoxic implications (Ovrevik et al., 2015). Especially,
the interactions between organics and metals in the atmosphere could
produce the higher ROS(Lin et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2019), therefore, it
is inferred that the CAs/Fe mixtures have a potential risk to human
health.

4. Conclusions

This work investigates chemistry and cytotoxicity induced by ca-
techols (i.e., 4NC, 4MC) and Fe(III) interactions in aqueous phase dark
reaction. In the terms of 4NC/Fe mixture and 4MC/Fe mixture, similar
results are in the formation of secondary organic products, i.e., qui-
nones (important redox-active organics in the atmosphere), oligomers
(significant source of BrC), and small organic acids (important com-
ponents in the atmosphere). In the case of the Fe/CAs complexes for-
mation. It is ranked that the stability of complexes formed from CAs/Fe
mixtures: 4NC/Fe mixture> 4MC/Fe mixture. Overall, the interactions
between catechols and excess Fe(III) in the atmospheric aqueous phase
can induce the formation of metal-containing SOA. In addition, our
results highlight the cytotoxicity of the CAs/Fe mixtures having the
potential hazard to human health. Moreover, our cytotoxicity experi-
ments are limited to the mixtures, so we cannot use this assessment as
the true cytotoxicity of metals-organics complexes. This is due to the
fact the complexes are not separated out from the mixtures. Therefore,
the future work need to expand in investigating the mixture effects in
multiple combinations of transition metals (e.g., Fe, Cu, Mn) and or-
ganic compounds (e.g., phenols, aromatic compounds) with a function
of atmospheric concentrations, as well as studying the cytotoxicity of
these mixtures (especially, the metal-organics complexes) whether have
hazard effects on human health, and the level of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) production formed from the interactions between the organics
and metals.
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